GANG WOMEN OF DRY ERA BID FOR SPURIOUS FAME

"Kiss of Death" Girl, "Blonde Aliibi," and Sister Gun-Molls May Become Maids Marian of Folklore

By Joseph E. Doughin

HEROINES of the boose raids, the gun-molls of a radio and the reed pen are a pedigreed race, many of them as well connected as a company of legendary figures in literary history worth the existence of a part of America. These well-groomed thrillers, whose names have been immortalized by the modern Mark of the gun, will be the same characters that once were center, social, sport, and social star. But schooled to the gun-moll at an early age, they were destined to be... (remainder of text has been cut off...)

HEROINES OF TAWDRY ROMANCE

This old-fashioned sort of news was--to use a current expression--"hot off the press." Two of them, however, have been in the public eye for several years, but have not been so conspicuous as to warrant a detailed account of their lives. The Kellys were separated... (remainder of text has been cut off...)

At left: Irma Sullivan, brother's wild west beauty. The body of her husband, Gus, was shot and killed at the inquest into the death of her quinn man husband, Gus. (remainder of text has been cut off...)
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